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Stockholm Tramway history
 Stockholm's first tramline was inaugerated 1877 and operated with horse-drawn carriages
 Steam trams operated  1887 until 1901
 The first electric trams 1901
 Stockholm was indeed a big tramway city. In 1927 there were 670 trams, but only 36 buses. Ten years 

later, 1937, there were 697 trams, but 283 buses.
 1946, a few years before the opening of the underground there were 21 tram lines
 By the end of the 50-ies it was decided that Sweden should switch to right-hand traffic. This was planned 

to happen on September 3rd, 1967.
 The city administration decided that the last remaining tram lines in the inner city of Stockholm would be 

replaced by buses in connection with the conversion.
 At the day for the conversion to right-hand traffic there were 7 tram lines
 The last tram in passenger traffic in Stockholm's inner city (line 7) rolled 

1967 from Waldemarsudde to the Hammarby depot.
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Line 7 back as a museum tramway 1991
The line opened June 1991 with infrastructure jointly funded by the county council and 
the municipality via the Stockholms Foundation Museum Tramway and with traffic 
under the guidance of enthusiasts from the Swedish tramway Association
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Track data
Gauge:1435 mm
Route lengh:3.4 km
Turnout: 18 
Grooved rail=NP4 
Np4a,Ri60
stops=11

Traffic 1991-2010
weekends April-May, September-
December
Regular traffic June ,July and 
August



Djurgården bridge construction
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• Djurgården bridge was built in 1897 and during 1976 
to 1977 the bridge was rebuilt, the length is 58 meters 
and the width is 18 meters. In 1991 Tram line was built 
from Norrmalmstorg to Waldemarsudde. Double tracks 
were laid on the bridge



Track construction Djurgården Bridge 1991
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• The construction height was 
limited to 115 millimeters which 
it was difficult to find low rails to

• The rails were made of 
welded iron to a grooved rail 
profile

• The chosen solution had a short 
service life. The maintenance of 
such track solution is big because 
it cannot handle loads from bus 
traffic



Track construction Djurgården Bridge 2007 
grooved rail LK1
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Channel on bridge construction for LK1 rail installation
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The steel channel is attached to the bridge 
construction with 200mm between the bolts



Extension to the T-Centralen 600m 2016-2018
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Under Hamnsgatan there are many shops, which must be protected 
against noise and vibration. To avoid noise and vibrations propagating 
to the environment, damping mats are placed under the track beds, the 
mats are 25mm and 35mm and lateral to the surrounding street 
structures with vertical damping mats 15mm thick



Drainage box
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Grooved rail LK1

Transition rail LK1-60R2
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Scissors Crossover turnout rail LK1
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The turnout manufactured by Vossloh Cogifer in Luxembourg and 
delivered to track contractor workshop for insulation with 
specially shaped rubber profiles RCS (Rail Comfort System)



Top down turnout construction methods
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Thank you for your attention
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